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Abstract 

Robust spatial alignment of post mortem data and in vivo MRI acquisitions from different ages, especially from 

the early developmental stages, into standard spaces is still a bottleneck hampering easy comparison with the 

mainstream neuroimaging results. In this paper, we test a landmark-based spatial normalization strategy as a 

framework for the seamless integration of any macroscopic dataset in the context of the Human Brain Project 30 
(HBP). This strategy stems from an approach called DISCO embedding sulcal constraints in a registration 

framework used to initialize DARTEL, the widely used spatial normalization approach proposed in the SPM 

software. We show that this strategy is efficient with a heterogeneous dataset including challenging data as preterm 

newborns, infants, post mortem histological data and a synthetic atlas computed from averaging the ICBM 

database, as well as more commonly studied data acquired in vivo in adults. We then describe some perspectives 35 
for a research program aiming at improving folding pattern matching for atlas inference in the context of the future 

HBP’s portal. 
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1. Introduction 

An overarching goal of the European Human Brain Project (HBP, https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/) is to 

provide the neuroscience community with a neuroinformatics platform allowing seamless integration of the wide 

variety of experimental data generated across the world (Amunts et al., 2016). The design of this platform requires 

developments dedicated to the spatial alignment of heterogeneous datasets, which is the topic of this paper. With 60 
regard to neuroimaging, the community has always been hosting very active research programs generating spatial 

normalization software allowing coordinate-based statistical group analysis or aggregation of experiments in the 

context of meta-analyses (Eickhoff et al., 2005; Fox et al., 2014). Nowadays, most of the neuroimaging results are 

reported relative to a few standard spaces (e.g. MNI spaces, Freesurfer’s template space) that can be reached 

through registration with a template brain. The HBP’s Neuroinformatics platform necessarily puts these standard 65 
spaces at the core of its framework. Therefore, this paper proposes a strategy allowing precise alignment of 

“unusual” neuroimaging data into these spaces (cf. Fig1). Furthermore, the platform will have to integrate 

alternative paradigms of the community. Hence, the platform design is accounting not only for coordinate-based 

standard spaces, but also for parcellation-based systems in the spirit of architectonic maps (Amunts and Zilles, 

2015; Glasser et al., 2016). That is why this paper pays special attention to post mortem histological data at the 70 
origin of cytoarchitectonic maps (Amunts et al., 2013). 

While algorithmic technologies dedicated to the alignment of homogeneous sets of human brain images are 

efficient (Evans et al., 2012; Fischl, 2012), the situation is still unclear when dealing with the heterogeneous 

situations in the scope of the HBP’s objectives. The common two-steps strategy, in which all subjects are first 

aligned toward a standard template, then the realigned data averaged to create a new ad-hoc study template, and 75 
finally, the original data aligned toward the ad-hoc template, supposed to optimally lead to the standard space 

(Mangin et al., 2016). However, the multiplication of templates and spatial normalization software may lead to 

unknown consequences, especially when the same process is repeated to create templates of third or even fourth 

generation, when comparing across different ages. Furthermore, because of the large and non-isomorphic changes 

occurring during the whole lifespan, the spatial consistency of these ad-hoc templates computed at different ages 80 
is questionable (Li et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2015).  

A first difficult case are infants during the first two years of life. Brain size and its folding dramatically increase 

during the last semester of gestation, then slow down during early childhood but persist until adolescence with the 

last complexification of the tertiary folding  (Chi et al., 1977; Dubois et al., 2018, 2008). Some sulci are not present 

yet in premature infants, which may lead to ambiguous match with template’s sulci. The proportions between brain 85 
lobes is unusual in infants, because of the fast growth of the temporal and frontal poles in this age window (Gilmore 

et al., 2011), leading spatial normalization algorithms to be trapped in wrong local minima. In general, this kind 

of developmental changes are not taken into account when the usual normalization toward an adult template is 

https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/
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used, which may lead to various errors (Ghosh et al., 2010). Therefore, dedicated strategies for each age have been 

proposed. For instance, to compare adults and infants data, smoothing out adults’ secondary folding features 90 
simplifies realignment with infants (Xue et al., 2007). Unfortunately, this trick may jeopardize the quality of the 

alignment of adults between each other. Beyond these macroscopic changes, an inversion of the contrast between 

the grey and the white matter occurs at different ages in each area, challenging brain alignment performed directly 

on T1w and T2w images. A second challenge is related to unusual folding patterns or to pathologies modifying 

the brain appearance (lesions, tumors, etc.). A third case is the realignment of post mortem histological images 95 
which requires specific strategies because of geometrical artefacts induced by the 3D reconstruction of the stack 

of sections, high resolution images, massive amount of data, and other factors.  

To resolve these difficulties, we propose here a supervised geometric alignment strategy based on sulcal 

constraints, which are first recognized on each dataset. We allow semi-automatic steps to maximize the quality of 

the resulting HBP multimodal atlas. We do not claim that cortical geometry is the sole feature to be aligned across 100 
subjects to reach an architecturally or functionally compliant spatial normalization, but it seems to be a reasonable 

strategy to achieve high quality alignment. While a community of researchers attests an existing relationship 

between primary sulci and cytoarchitectonic or brain functional maps (Fischl et al., 2008; Mangin et al., 2015; 

Rosenke et al., 2017; Weiner et al., 2017), a systematic research program is required to extend this kind of 

knowledge to a wider set of sulci, and to study generalization issues. In this paper, we propose to use a set of sulci 105 
to control the initialization of a standard widely-used intensity-based registration approach. It provides a way to 

deal with subjects with unusual proportions, pathologies, weird or incomplete folding patterns, which often drive 

standard registration software toward unsatisfying local minima.  

There is a consensus in the field that moving from the 3D space to the spherical topology of the cortical surface 

simplifies alignment across subjects, because of a reduction of the number of ambiguities when folding patterns 110 
have to be matched. This advantage explains the success of Freesurfer software (Fischl, 2012), whose 2D strategy 

is probably also mandatory to account for the increasing spatial resolution of fMRI data and to map information 

located in the layers of the cortical mantle. Therefore, surface-based space will be integrated into the HBP platform 

in agreement with standard software tools developed in the community (Freesurfer, Civet, Human Connectome 

Project, etc.). The main concern of the 2D strategy, however, remains that the surface reconstruction can be greatly 115 
affected by image quality, artifacts, and pathologies. To overcome this potential issue, we focus in this paper, on 

the 3D space strategy which is still the main approach in the clinical fields. Among the variety of proposed 

approaches, the intensity-based method called DARTEL distributed with the SPM software (Ashburner, 2007) 

provides reliable fine scale diffeomorphic alignment between brains using their classification into tissue classes. 

In terms of folding pattern matching, this sophisticated registration technique is known as competitive with the 120 
surface-based approach (Klein et al., 2010; Yassa and Stark, 2009).  However, the 3D or 2D strategies can be 

trapped in local minima when dealing with unusual folding patterns (Auzias et al., 2011, Mangin 2016). Therefore 

to avoid such errors, it was proposed to use some sulci as explicit landmarks either embedded in the objective 

function of the registration method or to initialize the search (Cachier et al., 2001; Collins et al., 1998; Hellier and 

Barillot, 2003; Joshi et al., 2007).  125 

Most of the abovementioned registration methods use a target brain, either a reference subject or a template, which 

introduces a bias when dealing with the entire lifespan. A recent approach called DISCO (for DIffeomorphic 

Sulcal-based COrtical deformation), combined with DARTEL, overcomes this difficulty, in creating iteratively a 

study-specific space from the group of subjects to be aligned (Auzias et al., 2011). Furthermore, DISCO is 

endowed with a versatile design allowing that some sulci might be missing in some subjects, or be fragmented into 130 
pieces (Fritzsch and Gell-Mann, 2002). In the seminal paper, DISCO was validated in a set of adult brains, as a 

preprocessing initializing DARTEL close to a specific local minimum compatible with an imposed folding pattern 

matching. Note indeed that DISCO is not a stand-alone application when fine scale alignment is required, because 

its objective function relies only on the sulcal-based geometric constraints. Further work has shown that the 

DISCO+DARTEL joint strategy improved the alignment of fMRI maps across subjects (Pizzagalli et al., 2013). 135 
In this paper, we test this strategy on a heterogeneous dataset of brains of thirty subjects: problematic MRI data 

from the early developmental window (preterm newborns and full-term infants), acquired with T2 weighting, 

histological reconstructions involved in the JuBrain atlas building (http://jubrain.fz-juelich.de), the recent big brain 

http://jubrain.fz-juelich.de/
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high resolution post mortem dataset (https://bigbrain.loris.ca), standard MRI of adults and a template opening the 

door to the MNI space (http://nist.mni.mcgill.ca/?p=904). Age ranges from 26 weeks of post-menstrual age to 85-140 
year-old. We first validated the reliability of this approach through the comparison between DARTEL’s alignment 

initialized either by DISCO or by an affine transformation. Then, we compared the results of the whole dataset 

alignment versus the alignment of homogeneous subgroups of subjects. Finally, we illustrated applications of the 

accurate alignment of such heterogeneous data that will be exploited by the HBP portal (cf. Fig1). 

Fig.1 Information transfer from one brain to another. (a) left, arcuate fasciculus extracted from an in vivo data (no. 145 
001); right, projection of this fasciculus onto the Big Brain, after the DISCO+DARTEL registration estimated 

from the thirty subjects. (b) left, 3D-representation of the cytoarchitectonic areas delineated onto the pm 04 

(Amunts et al., 1999; Bludau et al., 2014; Lorenz et al., 2015; Schleicher et al., 2009); right, Projection of this map 

onto the 47.3 weeks old infant, after the DISCO+DARTEL registration estimated from the thirty subjects. 

2. Materials and Methods 150 

2.1 Database 

This study was performed on brains of thirty subjects from different groups. All images were acquired under a 

protocol approved by the adequate institutional Ethical Committee and informed consent was obtained from all 

individual participants included in the study. Preterm newborns and infants were spontaneously asleep (without 

any sedation) during imaging and particular precautions were taken to minimize noise exposure by using special 155 
‘mini-muffs’ for preterm newborns and customized headphones for infants, and covering the magnet tunnel with 

a special noise protection foam (“plastison”, Serenata, http://www.serenata.tm.fr/product.php?id_product=17). 

We included: 

• Images of brains of seven preterm newborns from single pregnancy and without neurological 

complications. Their post-menstrual age (PMA, defined as the sum of gestational age at birth and post-natal age) 160 
ranged between 26 and 36 weeks. T2-weighted images were acquired on a 1.5T-MRI system with a fast spin-echo 

sequence as detailed in (Dubois et al., 2010). Three newborns were imaged with the Intera system and a receive 

head coil (Philips Medical Systems), and four newborns with the Avanto system and a knee coil (Siemens Medical 

System). Coronal slices covering the whole brain were acquired with a high spatial resolution of 0.7x0.7x1.5 mm3 

or 0.8x0.8x1.2 mm3 respectively.  165 
• Images of brains of seven full-term healthy infants aged between 44.4 and 62 weeks (PMA, i.e. between 

1 and 5 months post term). For each subject, T2-weighted images were acquired using a turbo spin-echo sequence 

on a 3T-MRI Tim Trio system with 32-channel head coil (Siemens HealthCare, Erlangen, Germany) as detailed 

in (Dubois et al., 2015). The whole brain was imaged in axial view with a spatial resolution of 1x1x1.1 mm3.  

• Images of brains of seven adults between 18 and 40 years old from the ARCHI database (Assaf et al., 170 
2013). T1-weighted images were acquired on a Tim Trio 3T-MRI system equipped with a 12-channel head coil 

(Siemens, Erlangen) and using a 3D MPRAGE sequence (spatial resolution = 1.1x1x1 mm3). 

• Seven post mortem brain data sets of adults aged between 37 and 85 years. Histological volumes were 

reconstructed in 3D from coronal sections taken from paraffin-embedded brains (Amunts et al., 1999; Bludau et 

al., 2014; Lorenz et al., 2015) (distance between two sections ~300 µm). The histological volume was registered 175 
onto T1-weighted images of the post mortem brains, acquired prior to the cut on a 1.5T-MRI system (Siemens, 

Erlangen), spatially normalized into a human brain atlas (Evans et al., 2012) and reoriented in the plane using the 

anterior-posterior commissures (final resolution: 1x1x1 mm3).  

• the "Big Brain" model built from coronal sections of a complete paraffin-embedded brain of a 65-year-

old adult (Amunts et al., 2013; Lewis et al., 2014) (resulting in 20x20 µm in-plane resolution and 20 µm distance 180 
between consecutive sections). Semi-automatic processes were performed to correct geometrical and staining 

artefacts due to the cut. Corrected sections were registered to a structural MR image acquired prior to the cut. For 

this study, we considered the Release2015 volume (https://bigbrain.loris.ca). The BigBrain will be a key standard 

space of the HBP’s portal allowing aggregation of multiscale data. 

https://bigbrain.loris.ca/main.php?logout=true
http://nist.mni.mcgill.ca/?p=904
https://bigbrain.loris.ca/main.php?logout=true
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• the 1 mm isotropic ICBM 2009c Nonlinear Asymmetric template  (Fonov et al., 2009, 2011) 185 
(http://nist.mni.mcgill.ca/?p=904). To create this template, T1-weighted images from 152 subjects between 18.5 

and 43.5 years old were acquired on a Philips 1.5T Gyroscan (Best, Netherlands) system using a spoiled gradient 

echo sequence (sagittal acquisition). All scans have been first linearly registered to the linear ICBM 152 template 

(Mazziotta et al., 2001). Twenty nonlinear deformations were then iteratively estimated to provide a stable solution 

and generate the template. This template opens the door to the so-called MNI spaces. 190 

2.2 Data pre-processing 

To perform the DISCO registration, sulci have to be extracted from the brains. To perform the DARTEL 

registration, grey and white matter maps are required for each subject. To get both information, brain images were 

processed with the freely available Morphologist pipeline (Fischer et al., 2012; Mangin et al., 2004) of the 

BrainVISA software (http://brainvisa.info/web/index.html, (Cointepas et al., 2001)). Briefly, this pipeline enables 195 
segmentation of the grey and white matters (GM and WM respectively) through histogram analyses and 

morphological operations applied onto a bias-corrected T1-weighted MR image. The skeleton of a negative mold 

of white matter provides representations of the elementary folds. Then, whole sulci representations stem from 

automatic labeling of the folds using a machine learning approach (Perrot et al., 2011). 

To get reliable elementary folds, GM and WM of preterm newborn brain images were semi-automatically 200 
segmented as described in (Dubois et al., 2008). Infant brain images were semi-automatically segmented using a 

Morphologist-like pipeline adapted to neonatal T2-weighted MRI (Leroy et al., 2011). And in vivo adult brain 

images were fully automatically processed using the Morphologist pipeline. 

The seven 3D-reconstructed post mortem brain images (Amunts et al., 1999; Bludau et al., 2014; Lorenz et al., 

2015) were first segmented in three classes using the FSL tool: one for the GM, and two for the WM (one for the 205 
left and one for the right hemispheres). The Big Brain model was also segmented slice-by-slice into nine classes 

(CSF, cortical gray, white, cerebellum, pia mater, sub-cortical gray, pineal gland, cerebellum/brainstem gray, 

cerebellum/brainstem white), then down-scaled at different resolutions. To easily visualize the data and reduce the 

processing time, we considered the volume with an isotropic resolution at 400 µm. All these post mortem volumes 

were relabeled to get three classes: one for the WM, and two for the GM to reproduce the gradient of intensity 210 
observed on MRI. Morphological, filtering and connectivity operations were performed to refine the topology of 

the classification before feeding the Morphologist pipeline in order to get robust skeletonization. Data from each 

subgroup are illustrated in Fig. . 

Fig. 2 Data involved in this study. From left to right: Axial, coronal and sagittal views of a T2w-MRI of a) a 30.7 

week-old preterm newborn, b) a 47.3 week-old infant, c) a T1w-MRI of an adult, d) a relabeled segmented 3D-215 
reconstructed histological volume of an adult imaged post mortem (pm 02 as described in (Lorenz et al., 2015)), 

e) the relabeled segmented Big Brain (Release2015), and f) the ICBM template. 

To overcome the mislabeling issue that can mislead the sulci-based registration and therefore the whole tested 

registration strategy,  3 co-authors (JL, JD and JFM) visually checked and corrected if necessary the labelling of 

thirteen sulci , especially onto the newborn brains: the inferior frontal sulcus, the superior frontal sulcus, the 220 
inferior precentral sulcus, the intermediate precentral sulcus, the central sulcus, the intraparietal sulcus, the 

posterior lateral sulcus, the superior temporal sulcus, the olfactory sulcus, the parieto-occipital fissure, the calloso-

marginal posterior fissure, the calloso-marginal anterior fissure and the collateral fissure (cf. Fig.). 

Fig.3 Sulci selected to drive the DISCO registration. For all subjects of the database (a,a’) the isotropic ICBM 

2009c Nonlinear Asymmetric template, b,b’) the Big Brain, c,c’) preterm newborns , d,d’) post-term infants, e,e’) 225 
adults imaged in vivo, and f,f’) adults imaged post mortem): white matter surfaces (left hemisphere) and sulci 

involved in the DISCO registration. In the external view: the inferior frontal sulcus (inf.F.s. in fushia), the superior 

frontal sulcus (sup.F.s. in green), the inferior precentral sulcus (inf.Pre.C.s. in light green), the intermediate 

precentral sulcus (inter.Pre.C.s. in yellow), the central sulcus (C.s. in red), the intraparietal sulcus (intra.P.f. in 

green), the posterior lateral fissure (post.L.f. in blue), the superior temporal sulcus (sup.T.s. in salmon). In the 230 
medial view: the olfactory sulcus (Olf.s. in yellow), the parieto-occipital fissure (P.O.f. in blue), the calloso-

http://nist.mni.mcgill.ca/?p=904
http://brainvisa.info/web/index.html
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marginal posterior fissure (post.Call.M.f. in yellow), the calloso-marginal anterior fissure (ant.Call.M.f. in blue) 

and the collateral fissure (Coll.f. in turquoise). 

2.3 DISCO 

2.3.1 Theory 235 

The DISCO algorithm is fully described in (Auzias et al., 2011). Briefly, it consists of three main steps: 

1. For each subject, the extraction of sulcal imprints, namely top and bottom lines of each sulcus targeted as 

alignment constraint, is performed. The resulting sulcal edges saved in volumes, that can include 

interruptions, are further represented as mathematical measures consisting of weighted sums of Dirac 

distributions. All subjects are roughly registered first, in this paper into the standardized Talairach space 240 
using an affine transform via the BrainVISA software, to create an initial empirical template aggregating 

all sulcal imprints and also represented as a measure. A sulcus present in all subjects (e.g. a large sulcus) 

will contain more points and thus bear more weight in the template measure than a sulcus that exists only 

in a few individuals (e.g. a small sulcus). 

2. Registration of each individual sulcal imprint from its native space onto the empirical template using 245 
smooth invertible deformations (Large Deformations Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping, LDDMM, 

(Glaunes et al., 2004)). In the course of the deformation, the similarity index between corresponding sulci 

is nonparametric and consists in matching distributions of measures representing the sulcal landmarks at 

multiple scales. In addition, the larger the sulcus, the stronger will be the associated constraint. 

Consequently, the constraints will be relaxed for the missing sulci and for the most variable parts of the 250 
sulci (especially the end-points). 

3. Aggregation of the deformed imprints into an updated empirical template used to iterate step 2&3 until 

convergence. The registration is considered optimized when the distance between two consecutive 

templates is lower than a fixed threshold. 

2.3.2 Settings 255 

The DISCO algorithm has been embedded in the BrainVISA framework. The deformation fields were computed 

using functions in the MATLAB software (R2014a,The Mathworks, Inc.) and default parameters described in 

(Auzias et al., 2011).  

Sulci chosen to drive the DISCO registration were selected throughout the whole brain to achieve a reasonable 

spatial sampling of constraints. For the experiment described in this paper, we chose thirteen primary sulci 260 
appearing from 20 weeks of gestation and so recognizable in most newborn brains (cf. Fig.).  

Fig. shows that the inferior and intermediate precentral sulci on the one hand, and the calloso-marginal posterior 

and anterior fissures on the another hand, are in most of the cases connected. However, the junction between the 

inferior and intermediate precentral sulci and the one between the calloso-marginal posterior and anterior fissures 

are highly variable across subjects. To let the DISCO algorithm choose optimal alignment without constraint inside 265 
these areas of the brain, we similarly labelled a posteriori the two parts of the precentral sulci, and the two parts 

of the calloso-marginal fissures.  

2.4 DARTEL 

2.4.1 Theory 

DARTEL algorithm is fully described in (Ashburner, 2007) and implemented in the Statistical Parametric Mapping 270 
software (SPM, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College, London, UK, 

www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). 

This method embeds an iterative registration process akin to DISCO’s strategy, repeating template building and 

alignment of each individual brain onto the template. The inputs are grey matter maps, optionally combined with 

white matter maps. The template is built from averaging individual maps. The quality of the initial rough alignment 275 

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
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of inputs, which is usually based on an affine registration, is important to avoid local minima issues. The 

diffeomorphic registration then estimates deformations parameterized by a single smooth flow field. When both 

datasets are available, the alignments of grey and white matter images are optimized simultaneously. This 

algorithm is now widely used in the neuroscientific community and provided better alignment than most alternative 

methods in several contexts (Klein et al., 2009; Yassa and Stark, 2009). 280 

2.4.2 Settings  

The DARTEL algorithm was performed from the standalone version of SPM12 software with default parameters. 

Grey and white matter binary data were considered as inputs for this algorithm, either linearly registered into 

Talairach space using the BrainVISA software or aligned using DISCO process. All inputs were resampled into 

an identical matrix (206x246x181) with an isotropic spatial resolution (1 mm) to satisfy DARTEL’s requirements.  285 

2.5 Experiments 

To extend the study described in (Auzias et al., 2011), the thirty subjects presented in Paragraph 2.1 were registered 

together using the DARTEL algorithm initialized either by the usual linear alignment with Talairach space or by 

the DISCO deformation. As the standard initialization for the DARTEL deformation is linear, the affine 

registration was used as baseline for these experiments. Similar experiments were performed within the four groups 290 
of seven subjects described in Paragraph 2.1 to evaluate the relative quality of registration when dealing either 

with a small group of similar subjects or with a larger group with high inter-subject variability.  

2.6 Evaluation 

To quantitatively compare alignment procedures, two indices were computed after each registration step and for 

all experiments described in Paragraph 2.5:  295 

1. Pairwise Dice criteria (Dice, 1945), to measure the overlapping of the cortical mantle. The closer to 1 is 

this score, the better the deformation is adapted to spatially register data and compensates volumetric 

differences between brains. 

2. Mean pairwise distances between sulci computed from the sulcal imprints, to assess the dispersion for 

each sulcus chosen to drive the DISCO registration. Mean distances were measured using the original 300 
voxels representing both the bottom line and the hull junction of each sulcus: for each voxel of one 

subject, the closest voxel belonging to another subject was estimated and a mean distance was then 

computed from all the voxel-based distances. The smaller this distance, the better the sulci are aligned 

across subjects. Note that mean distances were preferred to Hausdorff kind of distances to discard the 

influence of idiosyncratic branches, which cannot be aligned across subjects. 305 

To statistically compare the initializations of DARTEL as well as the impact of an intra homogeneous group 

registration versus the whole set alignment, the significances of T-tests performed on the differences of measures 

were assessed by a random permutation tests (sign flipping). For the sulcal measures, the p_values were adjusted 

for multiple comparisons as described in (Westfall and Young, 1993). 

3. Results 310 

All experiments have been performed on a 2.5 GHz Intel® Xeon® E5630 workstation.  

3.1 Experiment with thirty subjects 

The sulcal imprints extraction and the optimized template building using the DISCO algorithm was completed in 

about 1h25min. Twelve iterations were performed before convergence. Whatever the initialization, the DARTEL 

template was optimized in about 14h30 min. 315 
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3.1.1 Cerebral cortex overlapping 

Differences in detailed cortical geometry across all subjects were not compensated after the affine or the DISCO 

deformations (cf. Fig.a: median value of Dice scores ≤ 0.50). On the contrary, DARTEL deformation canceled out 

these differences. In addition, it is interesting to observe that initializing DARTEL with DISCO outputs minimized 

the spread of Dice scores and increased the median value: with the DISCO initialization, interquartile range = 320 
[0.73,0.77] with a median value = 0.75; with the affine initialization: interquartile range = [0.70,0.75] with a 

median value = 0.73. Pairwise Dice were statistically different between the two last experiments (p<5.10-2). These 

results are clearly illustrated in Fig.b. 

Fig.4 Cerebral cortex overlapping across the thirty subjects. a) Distribution of the pairwise Dice scores computed 

after (from left to right) an affine deformation to align data in the Talairach space, the DISCO registration, the 325 
DARTEL registration initialized with an affine transformation, and the DARTEL registration initialized with the 

DISCO deformation; b) Normalized average map of the cortical layer over the whole group after each registration. 

Boxplots and figures show how the DARTEL registration better optimized the inter-subject overlapping over the 

whole cortical mantle, especially when initialized by the DISCO registration (p<5.10-2). 

3.1.2 Sulcal dispersion 330 

As expected, the DISCO registration greatly visually minimized the sulcal dispersion (cf. Fig.). With measures 

taken after each registration step, it clearly appears that the dispersion is minimized when DISCO is used compared 

to affine registration (about -56% on average for all landmark sulci; significant difference between pairwise 

distances (p<5.10-2)), and also when DISCO transformation is used to initialize the DARTEL registration 

compared to affine initialization (about -45% on average for all sulci; significant difference between pairwise 335 
distances (p<5.10-2)) (cf. Fig.). These results mean that without local initialization with DISCO, sulci mismatch 

occurred when brains were registered with the DARTEL algorithm only. Finally, combining DARTEL registration 

with the DISCO initialization still minimized the mean sulcal dispersion compared with DISCO registration alone 

(about -9% on average for all sulci; significant difference between pairwise distances (p<5.10-2) except for the 

collateral fissure), suggesting that the DARTEL registration finely improved the sulci alignment once initialized 340 
by the DISCO deformation. 

Fig.5 Superimposition in the Talairach space, of all sulci constraining the DISCO registration before (a) and after 

(b) the DISCO deformation.  

Fig.6 Sulcal dispersion across the thirty subjects. Average of the pairwise mean distance and its associated standard 

error of the mean (95% confidence interval) computed between each identical sulcal folds across subjects. As can 345 
be seen, the DISCO registration reduced the sulcal dispersion (p<5.10-2). Note that significances between 

experiments have not been indicated by stars (*) for more clarity. 

3.2 Experiment within seven-subjects homogeneous subgroups 

Similar experiments as those run on the thirty-subjects database were performed within each seven-subjects 

subgroup described in Paragraph 2.1 (i.e. the preterm newborns, the post-term infants, the in vivo adults, and the 350 
seven post mortem adults). The sulcal imprints extraction and the optimized DISCO template building were 

completed in between 10 and 20 min after about ten iterations. For each subgroup experiment, the DARTEL 

templates were optimized in about 5h. 

Similar patterns of results across the different registration steps as those obtained for the whole group were 

obtained for each subgroup alignment independently: the cerebral cortex overlapping as well as the sulcal 355 
dispersion were optimized when data were aligned with the DARTEL registration initialized by the DISCO 

deformation. 

3.3 Comparison of the subgroups experiments with the whole database experiment 

For each subgroup experiment, quantitative evaluations of the sequential DISCO and DARTEL registrations were 

compared to those obtained from the same seven subjects when the registration was performed over the whole 360 
group of thirty subjects. 
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3.3.1 Cerebral cortex overlapping 

In terms of cortical overlapping, comparisons between experiments performed within subgroups and within the 

whole group showed an expected result: registering “similar” subjects (within a subgroup) provided a better 

cerebral cortex overlapping than registering heterogeneous subjects (within the whole database); pairwise Dice 365 
were statistically different between the two experiments (p<5.10-2) (cf. Table 1). 

 Preterm newborns Infants In vivo adults Post mortem adults 

 Median 

value 
IQR 

Median 

value 
IQR 

Median 

value 
IQR 

Median 

Value 
IQR 

Subgroup 

reg. 
0.82 [0.81,0.84] 0.81 [0.80,0.81] 0.82 [0.81,0.82] 0.79 [0.77,0.80] 

Whole group 

reg. 
0.79 [0.77,0.80] 0.78 [0.77,0.78] 0.78 [0.77,0.78] 0.74 [0.72,0.78] 

Table 1: Median value and interquartile range (IQR) of the pairwise Dice scores computed after sequential DISCO 

and DARTEL registrations when only seven subjects of a subgroup were registered together (1st line) and when 

these subjects were registered with the whole group (2nd line). The overlap was optimized for the subgroup 

registration (p<5.10-2). 370 

In order to provide some insight about the meaning of these Dice score levels, we exploited the fact that the ARCHI 

database includes two acquisitions for each adult brain. Hence, we processed all the acquisitions with the same 

strategy, aligned them using a linear registration, and computed pairwise Dice scores that can be considered as a 

“noise ceiling”. The median score over the whole group (78 subjects) is 0.89 (IQR = [0.87,0.89]). 

3.3.2 Sulcal dispersion 375 

For each subgroup experiment, the sulcal dispersion, computed when only the seven subjects of the subgroup were 

registered together and when they were aligned altogether with the other twenty-three remaining subjects, was 

estimated (cf Fig.). Results showed that for the in vivo adults experiment, differences between registrations 

remained small (about 1% in average through all sulci) and significant for only the collateral fissure and the 

intraparietal sulcus (p<5.10-2). For the post mortem adults and the infant experiments, distances were slightly 380 
improved for intra subgroup registrations (about 5% in average through all sulci) and few of them were statistically 

significant (p<5.10-2). Finally, for the preterm newborns experiment, distances were greater minimized when 

subjects were registered with the whole dataset (about 20% in average through all sulci) but the difference 

computed onto the central sulcus was the sole significant (p<5.10-2).  

Fig.7 Sulcal dispersion across the seven adults imaged in vivo (a), imaged post mortem (b), the seven infants (c) 385 
and the seven preterm newborns (d) when they were registered to each other within the subgroup (light grey) and 

across the whole dataset (black). For each sulcus, the average of the across subject pairwise mean distance and the 

associated standard error of the mean (95% confidence interval) have been computed. For a few sulci, pairwise 

distances are statistically different (p<5.10-2, indicated by a star (*)). For the post mortem and infant experiments, 

distances were slightly improved for intra subgroup registrations. For the preterm newborns experiment, even if 390 
the difference computed onto the central sulcus was the sole significant, in average through all sulci, distances 

were minimized when subjects were registered with the whole dataset. 

4. Discussion and perspectives 

The goal of this paper was the validation of a landmark-based strategy allowing robust alignment of a set of brain 

images heterogeneous in terms of folding pattern, development stage and acquisition modality. The output spatial 395 
transformations computed by this strategy are yielded by DARTEL (Ashburner, 2007), the widely used 

diffeomorphism-based registration algorithm embedded in SPM software, assuring compatibility with standard 

frameworks. We show here that brains across different populations can be aligned using DARTEL, but the 

performances of this algorithm increases when it is initialized with the DISCO registration which is another 

diffeomorphism-based registration software (Auzias et al., 2011), to be distributed as a toolbox in the next release 400 
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of the BrainVISA framework (http://brainvisa.info). DISCO software is based on  landmark-based constraints 

based on a set of cortical sulci defined using Morphologist, another toolbox of BrainVISA (Fischer et al., 2012).  

The efficiency of the combination of DISCO and DARTEL was previously validated on standard T1-weighted 

MRI in adult subjects. In this paper, we have shown that this approach can be extended to more challenging 

situations, providing the opportunity to obtain high quality alignment across the whole lifespan and bridging the 405 
gap between in vivo and post mortem acquisitions. Our first experiment shows that initializing DARTEL with 

DISCO not only improved the alignment of the main folding patterns but also the overlap of the grey matter maps. 

This supports the idea that the folding pattern matching achieved by DARTEL using only affine initialization is 

not optimal, forcing some low quality local alignments of grey matter maps. Furthermore, our framework allows 

DARTEL to align all heterogeneous data simultaneously, which leads to a unique template space consistent for 410 
the whole dataset, probably preventing usual troubles related to age dependent templates. The second set of 

experiments shows that the simultaneous registration of heterogeneous data can deteriorate the alignments of a 

few sulci among homogeneous subgroups of adults and infants, but most of time, the alignments are statistically 

similar. Interestingly, distances seemed to be improved when preterm newborns were registered with the whole 

dataset (but not statistically significant). This observation remains true above all for the central sulcus (difference 415 
statistically significant), which is one of the first sulci to appear and thus robustly visible in all preterm infants.  

This group is the most heterogeneous in terms of folding pattern (and number of sulci for each subject). This can 

explain the non-significance of statistical tests. This shows that landmark-based alignment can be very powerful 

but requires a reasonable sampling of the inter-subject folding variability across the population, which was not 

achieved here with the alignment of only seven preterm newborns. This weakness is overcome when using 420 
simultaneously the other groups. Note that the few decreases of alignment quality observed for these more 

homogeneous groups relative to the global strategy may result from some overfitting occurring when aligning only 

seven compatible brains, which may be more similar than average in some areas. 

Hence, our results show that heterogeneous data such as preterm newborns, infants, adults, in vivo or post mortem 

data, and even synthetic data like the ICBM brain template, can be reliably registered together. To our knowledge, 425 
this is the first study aligning such a wide scope of human brain images. In the context of the HBP, this framework 

will be used to allow seamless aggregation of data defined in different standard spaces. The goal will not be to 

impose the new common space that will result from a wide scope alignment akin to the first experiment, but to 

build from such an experiment a matrix of diffeomorphisms linking all the standard spaces and individual subjects 

available through the HBP portal, through inversion and combination of the diffeomorphisms leading to this new 430 
common space. Indeed, the estimated diffeomorphisms are invertible. It should be noted that the cortical folding 

features are suboptimal for the most accurate alignment between different brains, as nicely pointed out by the HCP 

consortium or pushed forward by the Oxford group in FSL (MSM toolbox) (Abdollahi et al., 2014; Robinson et 

al., 2014). When functional, diffusion or myelin data are available, spatial alignment across subjects can be 

improved. But it should be noted that in these advanced strategies, cortical folding is still used at least to initialize 435 
the process. Therefore, the goal of the HBP is only to provide this suboptimal normalization at the scale of the 

complete neuroimaging corpus, because cortical folding is probably the only feature universally available. More 

sophisticated spatial normalization strategies will be possible among compatible multimodal datasets. 

As soon as each of the twenty post mortem brains used to build the JuBrain cytoarchitectonic atlas ((Amunts and 

Zilles, 2015), https://www.jubrain.fz-juelich.de/apps/cytoviewer/cytoviewer.php) will be endowed with a quality 440 
checked grey matter map akin to the ones used for the seven brains of this paper, a new generation of maps as part 

of JuBrain atlas can be computed relying on a sulcus-based alignment of the post mortem brains (Amunts et al., 

2007; Zilles et al., 2002; Zilles and Amunts, 2010). The current understanding of the links between cellular 

architecture and major sulci hints at using them to improve the atlas quality (Fischl et al., 2008; Rosenke et al., 

2017), since sulci may have different relationships to cytoarchitectonic borders depending on the brain region. 445 
Which secondary folds shall be added to the list of constraints is an open issue, tackled by current research 

programs (Lorenz et al., 2015; Weiner et al., 2014). Each individual architectonic map will be warped first to the 

new common template space resulting from the DISCO and DARTEL registrations, where the new JuBrain 

probabilistic atlas will be inferred. Then, this atlas can be transformed using the sulcus-based matrix of 

diffeomorphisms toward any standard or individual space, for instance the MNI or the Big Brain spaces. Sulcus-450 

http://brainvisa.info/
https://www.jubrain.fz-juelich.de/apps/cytoviewer/cytoviewer.php
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controlled alignment of large diffusion MRI datasets will also be a strong asset to infer atlases of the U-fiber 

bundles, because of their intricate relationship with the folding pattern, in the spirit of the work of Guevara et al. 

(Guevara et al., 2017). 

Thanks to the matrix of diffeomorphisms, the HBP’s portal will allow sulcus-based transfer of information from 

one brain to any other brain. This is of interest for instance to warp gyrus-based atlases like the widely-used AAL 455 
atlas defined from the Colin brain (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). In this paper, we illustrate this possibility using 

an AAL-like atlas manually delineated on the surface of one of the seven infants of interest in this study (the 47.3-

week-old infant) (Kabdebon et al., 2014). The surface ROI-based atlas has been projected onto the cortical 

segmentation used for the DARTEL registration and warped to the seven preterm newborns using the 

DISCO+DARTEL registration. This extrapolates the primal sketch of the folding pattern to a complete gyral 460 
parcellation, leading to plausible results in areas including some of our sulcal landmarks (cf Fig.). The logic can 

be extended to the possibility to transfer adult maps to the early development stages, in order to study the 

maturation processes area by area. A typical application is to obtain for each cytoarchitectonic area or functional 

area the evolution of MRI-based microstructural parameters with age (Lebenberg et al., in revision). Note 

nevertheless that we do not assume anything about the time of onset of cytoarchitectonic areas. Our goal is simply 465 
to provide a tool supporting the HBP users trying to test hypotheses on this topic. 

Fig.8 Cortical atlas transferred to preterm newborn dataset. a) single-subject gyrus atlas mimicking AAL atlas and 

manually delineated on a 47.3 weeks old infant, (Kabdebon et al., 2014). b) Projection of this atlas on preterm 

newborns. The controlled projection of the atlas close to the sulci chosen to drive the DISCO registration may 

enable prediction of future gyri locations. 470 

Our sulcus-controlled alignment framework will also be used to assess the predictive value of each sulcus 

regarding architectonic and functional organization. For instance, it will be possible to test whether adding or 

removing a specific sulcus from the set of landmarks improves or not the dispersion of population-based functional 

maps (Mangin et al., 2015). At this stage, we will also have to compare alternative software for sulcus automatic 

recognition, in order to select the most reliable one with the sulci of interest to achieve architecturally consistent 475 
alignments (Klein et al., 2017; Li et al., 2010). Then, our registration approach can be also applied to create multi-

atlas as those used for segmentation (Eskildsen et al., 2012; Warfield et al., 2004). To test whether each folding 

pattern can be considered as a proxy of the underlying architecture, it would be interesting to compute local atlases 

from subgroups of brains with similar patterns (in term of cortical overlapping and sulcal dispersion). The notion 

of similarity could be defined from distances between sulci. Hence, we could embed fiber bundle atlases computed 480 
from a selected set of brains or each rare individual post mortem architectonic map with specific activations with 

similar folding pattern. As an illustration, the in vivo brain with the folding pattern the closest to the Big Brain was 

selected from our database in order to map the arcuate fasciculus computed from tractography (Guevara et al., 

2012) in the Big Brain space (cf. Table 2a and Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.a). Further work will be 

required to compute a group map from a set of similar brains in order to remove idiosyncrasies, but this approach 485 
could help to clarify the connectivity of architectonic areas. The very same mechanism can be used to transfer 

functional activations to the Big Brain space in a sulcus compatible manner.  

Another illustration may be the selection of the post mortem brain with the folding pattern the closest to an infant 

(e.g. the 47.3-week-old infant) to transfer the associated cytoarchitectonic map in the infant space (cf Table 2b and 

Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.b). To get a likelihood-based mapping, the whole multi-atlas strategy to 490 
be designed in the future to fully exploit this strategy shall involve a voting strategy selecting and averaging 

different post mortem brains in different brain areas. In this way, the inter-individual variability will be taken into 

account, exploiting the expected relationship between sulci and cytoarchitectony to improve the prediction of the 

localization of architectonic areas 

 495 

a) 

Id in vivo brain 001 002 003 004 005 006 007 

Mean distance (mm) 3.4 4.0 4.0 4.2 3.9 3.9 3.8 

Dice index (u.a.) 0.77 0.76 0.76 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.76 
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Id post mortem brain 02 03 04 05 07 10 12 

Mean distance (mm) 3.5 3.4 3.1 3.8 3.3 3.3 3.4 

Dice index (u.a.) 0.76 0.70 0.76 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.76 

b) 

Table 2: For each table, the first line presents the average of the pairwise mean distance computed between each 

identical sulcal fold of the Big Brain and each in vivo data (a) and of the 47.3 weeks old infant and each post 

mortem data having a cytoarchitectonic mapping (id number as described in (Lorenz et al., 2015)) (b); the second 500 
line presents Dice indices computed to estimate the cortical overlapping between the Big Brain and each in vivo 

subject (a) and the involved infant and each post mortem  subject (b). The Big Brain seems to be closest to the 

subject no. 001 and the infant to the pm 04.  

5. Conclusion 

This study has shown the possibility to use sulcus-based landmarks to build a versatile spatial normalization 505 
framework robust to folding pattern variability from heterogeneous data.  We validated this strategy, using the 

DISCO algorithm, with the high quality alignment of brains imaged in vivo but also post mortem, across the whole 

lifespan (from 26-week- to 85-year-old), opening new perspectives to the exploitation of the cytoarchitectonic 

maps (Amunts and Zilles, 2015). The toolbox allows the user to choose the sulci used as landmarks according to 

his needs, which minimizes the amount of visual inspection. In the future, the toolbox will be integrated into the 510 
HBP portal allowing the users to transform their data into the HBP’s atlas spaces. This feature will be available 

not only for humans but also for non-human primates, thanks to recent tuning of the Morphologist pipelines 

(Hopkins et al., 2014). 

6. List of Figures 

Fig.1 Information transfer from one brain to another. (a) left, arcuate fasciculus extracted from an in vivo data (no. 515 
001); right, projection of this fasciculus onto the Big Brain, after the DISCO+DARTEL registration estimated 

from the thirty subjects. (b) left, 3D-representation of the cytoarchitectonic areas delineated onto the pm 04 

(Amunts et al., 1999; Bludau et al., 2014; Lorenz et al., 2015; Schleicher et al., 2009); right, Projection of this map 

onto the 47.3 weeks old infant, after the DISCO+DARTEL registration estimated from the thirty subjects. 

Fig. 2 Data involved in this study. From left to right: Axial, coronal and sagittal views of a T2w-MRI of a) a 30.7 520 
week-old preterm newborn, b) a 47.3 week-old infant, c) a T1w-MRI of an adult, d) a relabeled segmented 3D-

reconstructed histological volume of an adult imaged post mortem (pm 02 as described in (Lorenz et al., 2015)), 

e) the relabeled segmented Big Brain (Release2015), and f) the ICBM template. 

Fig.3 Sulci selected to drive the DISCO registration. For all subjects of the database (a,a’) the isotropic ICBM 

2009c Nonlinear Asymmetric template, b,b’) the Big Brain, c,c’) preterm newborns , d,d’) post-term infants, e,e’) 525 
adults imaged in vivo, and f,f’) adults imaged post mortem): white matter surfaces (left hemisphere) and sulci 

involved in the DISCO registration. In the external view: the inferior frontal sulcus (inf.F.s. in fushia), the superior 

frontal sulcus (sup.F.s. in green), the inferior precentral sulcus (inf.Pre.C.s. in light green), the intermediate 

precentral sulcus (inter.Pre.C.s. in yellow), the central sulcus (C.s. in red), the intraparietal sulcus (intra.P.f. in 

green), the posterior lateral fissure (post.L.f. in blue), the superior temporal sulcus (sup.T.s. in salmon). In the 530 
medial view: the olfactory sulcus (Olf.s. in yellow), the parieto-occipital fissure (P.O.f. in blue), the calloso-

marginal posterior fissure (post.Call.M.f. in yellow), the calloso-marginal anterior fissure (ant.Call.M.f. in blue) 

and the collateral fissure (Coll.f. in turquoise). 

Fig.4 Cerebral cortex overlapping across the thirty subjects. a) Distribution of the pairwise Dice scores computed 

after (from left to right) an affine deformation to align data in the Talairach space, the DISCO registration, the 535 
DARTEL registration initialized with an affine transformation, and the DARTEL registration initialized with the 

DISCO deformation; b) Normalized average map of the cortical layer over the whole group after each registration. 

Boxplots and figures show how the DARTEL registration better optimized the inter-subject overlapping over the 

whole cortical mantle, especially when initialized by the DISCO registration (p<5.10-2). 
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Fig.5 Superimposition in the Talairach space, of all sulci constraining the DISCO registration before (a) and after 540 
(b) the DISCO deformation. 

Fig.6 Sulcal dispersion across the thirty subjects. Average of the pairwise mean distance and its associated standard 

error of the mean (95% confidence interval) computed between each identical sulcal folds across subjects. As can 

be seen, the DISCO registration reduced the sulcal dispersion (p<5.10-2). Note that significances between 

experiments have not been indicated by stars (*) for more clarity. 545 

Fig.7 Sulcal dispersion across the seven adults imaged in vivo (a), imaged post mortem (b), the seven infants (c) 

and the seven preterm newborns (d) when they were registered to each other within the subgroup (light grey) and 

across the whole dataset (black). For each sulcus, the average of the across subject pairwise mean distance and the 

associated standard error of the mean (95% confidence interval) have been computed. For a few sulci, pairwise 

distances are statistically different (p<5.10-2, indicated by a star (*)). For the post mortem and infant experiments, 550 
distances were slightly improved for intra subgroup registrations. For the preterm newborns experiment, even if 

the difference computed onto the central sulcus was the sole significant, in average through all sulci, distances 

were minimized when subjects were registered with the whole dataset. 

Fig.8 Cortical atlas transferred to preterm newborn dataset. a) single-subject gyrus atlas mimicking AAL atlas and 

manually delineated on a 47.3 weeks old infant, (Kabdebon et al., 2014). b) Projection of this atlas on preterm 555 
newborns. The controlled projection of the atlas close to the sulci chosen to drive the DISCO registration may 

enable prediction of future gyri locations. 

7. List of Tables 

Table 1: Median value and interquartile range (IQR) of the pairwise Dice scores computed after sequential DISCO 

and DARTEL registrations when only seven subjects of a subgroup were registered together (1st line) and when 560 
these subjects were registered with the whole group (2nd line). The overlap was optimized for the subgroup 

registration (p<5.10-2). 

Table 2: For each table, the first line presents the average of the pairwise mean distance computed between each 

identical sulcal fold of the Big Brain and each in vivo data (a) and of the 47.3 weeks old infant and each post 

mortem data having a cytoarchitectonic mapping (id number as described in (Lorenz et al., 2015)) (b); the second 565 
line presents Dice indices computed to estimate the cortical overlapping between the Big Brain and each in vivo 

subject (a) and the involved infant and each post mortem  subject (b). The Big Brain seems to be closest to the 

subject no. 001 and the infant to the pm 04. 
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